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11/1/1991 Pottery goes on a pedestal
17/1/1991 Show that goes round in circles
24/1/1991 A joke that soon begins to weat thin
25/1/1991 Pioneers who built future on a 'barren' rock
26/1/1991 A sketchy look at Hockney
28/1/1991 - (Australian paintings and works on paper) *
7/2/1991 Shunsen's head count
7/2/1991 A wild display of Austrian artistry

21/2/1991 Gift from China fills the gaps in cermics collection
21/2/1991 Epic approach to Greek myths
14/3/1991 Hockney's captivating flights of imagination
15/3/1991 Brueghel stands out among Dutch treats
15/3/1991 Market likely to hold firm for top ceramics
26/3/1991 Waving the flag of manic art
28/3/1991 Geography takes a hand in shaping diverse art styles
10/4/1991 Wong shapes up for another disgonal look at the world
11/4/1991 Images of the court in contrast
19/4/1991 East with a Western flavour
19/4/1991 Bomber pilot who put sculpture into a tail-spin
25/4/1991 Quality take a knock
3/5/1991 A rose-tinted look at Hongkong's past
9/5/1991 Old China hands capture era of East meeting West

12/5/1991 Defying tradition in unique view of crushed heritage
14/5/1991 Ancient Art up to date
16/5/1991 Grand plan flawed in execution
27/5/1991 A showcase for young talent
11/6/1991 Random pieces of past from China Trading ship
25/6/1991 Finishing touch to works of art
28/6/1991 Quartet maps out modern views of land
28/6/1991 Eastern master with Western technique
7/7/1991 Kings take inspiration from gods for palatial surrounds

18/7/1991 Meaningful moments caught in time
23/7/1991 Brush with China and its traditions
30/7/1991 Zheng's fine line of work
8/8/1991 Wrapped up in the art of Japanese gift covers

15/8/1991 Indelible images of life through lenses of the masters
1/9/1991 Humorous journey well take
3/9/1991 Surfeit of information sows seeds for dispute

12/9/1991 A bright line in bronzes
15/9/1991 Tome on Christian art whets hope for second volume
17/9/1991 - (The Prince as Painter) *
26/9/1991 A mixed view of China
27/9/1991 Prints that offer lasting impression of Japanese genius
4/10/1991 Bringing back old Hongkong
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4/10/1991 Gaylord's abstract works get the message across
15/10/1991 Spirited views of animal life
18/10/1991 Prints make a great impression
24/10/1991 Breathtaking ingenuity of Chinese craftsmen
31/10/1991 A lesson in abject misery
7/11/1991 Spare-time painter with designs on landscapes

20/11/1991 Brillance from de Brackinghe
22/11/1991 Brushing up on Vietnam
24/11/1991 History drawn in account of British arts
5/12/1991 A world-class showase
5/12/1991 Guanzhong lost in the cityscape
6/12/1991 Debut a vision of boldness 
8/12/1991 Slick work, vapid ideas

13/12/1991 Gallery finding its feet with ceramic exhibition
26/12/1991 French exhibits too fashionable to make a lasting impression

Undated (1991) Reverent insight into little-documented world of Chinese 
furniture

Undated (Jan 1991) - (Paintings by Leung Chiming) *
Undated (Feb 1991) A new view from the top
Undated (Jul 1991) A Japanese artist abroad

14/2/1992 Small is beautiful for artists breaking out of tradition
18/2/1992 Timeless scenes of China's past
25/2/1992 Enjoying the views
27/2/1992 Mainland artists on view
29/3/1992 Capital look at a new art
5/3/1992 Clay with class

12/3/1992 Lai's master strokes
16/3/1992 Lam's art mingles cultures
23/2/1992 The making of a modern master
24/3/1992 Talented Stein shows abstracts
26/3/1992 Curios catch the eye at sale of Chinese Art
4/4/1992 Return of the contemporaries

18/4/1992 Young stars show their artistic integrity
20/4/1992 Photographer's works haunt the imagination
23/4/1992 Fine Ming pieces at Sotheby's sale
30/4/1992 Turning a page of Hongkong's early history
4/5/1992 Graphic lesson in local print-making

14/5/1992 Pictures of a past life relive vivid scenes of China trade
14/5/1992 Chu's unforgettable look at inner world
18/5/1992 A night on the tiles
18/5/1992 Master of woodblock shows his brilliance
21/5/1992 Chinese artist trying to discover the way
11/6/1992 Colours and shapes define potter's style
18/6/1992 A French lesson from nince Chinese
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23/6/1992 Paintings that have nothing to hides
2/7/1992 Taste of the King of Qing

13/8/1992 Artists in summer show display contrasting style 
18/8/1992 Fung gets his message over
24/8/1992 Blazes of colour in an artistic fantasy
10/9/1992 Bayle's paler versions of reality
17/9/1992 Magic of Leung's past still catches the eyes
5/10/1992 Indelible imprint of craftsman-printer

19/10/1992 Tseng find one of the answers
26/10/1992 Bowled over by the Ming Blues
10/11/1992 Light on shutter world
20/11/1992 Deep in the of genius
24/11/1992 Sweet landscape that reach new horizons
28/11/1992 Messages in the medium
8/12/1992 Homage to Thai temples

15/12/1992 All the News that's fit to print
28/12/1992 Patchy stock of the new

Undated (Sep 1992) Artistry revivied in news rugs
12/1/1993 Beyond his years
28/1/1993 A natural way meets man in the universe
16/2/1993 Look back in anger
20/2/1993 All dolled up and left on the shelf
21/2/1993 The taipans who made Hongkong what it is today
23/2/1993 Tyranny of paint by dots
2/3/1993 Created in spirit of the times

16/3/1993 Erni sports fine line in motion pictures
22/3/1993 A rich Chinese ceramics experience
23/3/1993 These sporting lives
10/4/1993 Brush with tradition in Cheng's paintings
17/4/1993 Little excitement among the also-rans
19/5/1993 Time to see Rodin in a different light
19/5/1993 Chinese tradition coloured by West
1/6/1993 Picture of professionalism in 30s China

19/6/1993 Flower power blooms
29/6/1993 The Schlock of the new
6/7/1993 Artists shap up in winning display

11/7/1993 Chinnery viewed in the right light
21/8/1993 Missing likns in chain of canvas
7/9/1993 Magical spirits of sculpture

21/9/1993 Different strokes
12/10/1993 Building that foster attention
23/11/1993 Chuang adds to tradition
30/11/1993 Drawing oon past
6/12/1993 Magically real world
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20/1/1994 Fay brings to life fruits of labour
26/1/1994 Magnificent seven
14/2/1994 Four on the finge of the canvas
9/3/1994 The good, bad and bizarre

16/3/1994 Misleading landscape
29/3/1994 Against the wind
26/4/1994 Victorian value
26/4/1994 Small claims to fame
11/5/1994 Western approaches
17/5/1994 Tender treasures
30/5/1994 Marvelling at the Mughal masters
7/6/1994 Snap decisions

13/6/1994 (review on an exhibition of Chinese artists)
24/8/1994 Sung sophistication
13/9/1994 Out of Shape

13/10/1994 Seeing the world from a different perspective
24/10/1994 An embarrassment of riches

* Dates are referred to Nigel's written dates


